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About This Game

About the Game
Saving the world from an alien invasion is in your hands. Dark Raid is a FPS Action game developed by an independent

developer studio 'Vector Games'. Dark Raid is a new concept of mixing good old-school FPS game styles and new generation
graphics and game-play. With the next-gen graphics and scenario, Dark Raid offers the players an amazing FPS Action game

experience.

A research ship named S.W.A.N, receives an unknown signal from an unknown source while cruising throughout the deep
space. The ship gets attacked and invaded all of a sudden. You're the only one who can stop this invasion and save the human

kind from total extinction. Brace yourselves to fight with sinister enemies and save the world!

Key Features
- Two different game modes, Single-Player(Story) and Multi-Player

Single-Player:
- The Real FPS Action : Mixing good old-school FPS game styles with new generation graphics and game-play, in this game you

will find the old-school FPS Action that you missed.
- Enemies with different levels of intelligence and fighting skills.

- Old-School Boss Fights
- Fast paced game-play

Multi-Player:
- Fast paced game-play
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- Death Match, Team Death Match, Capture The Flag Modes
- Tough enemy bots

- Enjoy being a robot warrior and fight the sinister enemies without mercy
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Title: Dark Raid
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Vector Games
Publisher:
Vector Games
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2.0+ GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3-Compatible Video Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Turkish
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Smooth and fun. Great game feel!. The concept is quite cool but in reality it is one of the most boring games I've ever played in
my life.

Seems like the type of game you would make if you just want to make a quick buck with minimal development effort..
Honestly, I find it more fun sometimes than games I've paid 20-40 bucks on. Definitely Reccomend for ♥♥♥♥ing around with
friends.. I like where this is going so far, for how recent it has come out I feel that it has done a good job so far. There are so
issue yes, but I'm sure the devs are hard at work fixing that.

As far as gameplay goes, it's playable if a bit clunky, that I feel should be polished up first, other wise it's a great start to what
could be an incredible game.. Fun Scary puzzle game which is done well with each or those elements. Voice acting is decent but
the art is amazing in this game. Seems to be a bunch of escape rooms strung together so far but it is still terryfing than most
other games, if you like spooks and puzzles you will like this game

Here is a video of me doing the first room if you want to see how it plays and you can judge if you want to get it yourself
https:\/\/youtu.be\/rauLbsARcME. Great addition to a great simulator. KUNOS needs the F1 license.
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the graphics are bad but the gameplay is good and fun. i like it but i think the controls should be better, other than that the game
is great. Alright game 7/10. hi guys i got a 90% coupon for this game so i bought it for 20 cents
the game literally lasts seven minutes
this is how the story went
parents die--orphanage-go to party- get girlfriend-become drug dealer- go to prison- lose friends- kill yourself

i just saved you 2 bucks no go buy some csgo skins. Awesome game! Being a Zelda fanatic, this game really hits home for me
while introducing new and exciting ideas. Love the old school 2D artwork and original concept, would highly recommend this
game for anyone.. very poor quality lights do not work model is not accurate at all. It's another single-mission DLC. If you've
bought at least one for Tropico 5, you know what to expect: a costume that you'll never see, a building that does the same thing
as another building, and a sandbox-style single-player mission (which is really what I look forward to most of the time).

Surf's Up features the Dolphinarium as its new building. It provides entertainment as well as being a tourist attraction. That's
about it. No unique features; just another entertainment building.

The mission was something I actually enjoyed. It's a Star Wars\/Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy parody, and respect to the devs
for pulling it off. The usual clever, witty, Tropican charm with El Presidente forming an alliance with the doplhins. The DLC
introduces a new event chain in exporting fish, building Dolphinariums and so on to gain "moral superiority". The mission itself
is an economic\/military mission, with the central objective being to build 8 Dolphinariums at inflated prices while defending
against the "Grin Pears" eco-terrorist group.

Maybe I've been spoiled by the Waterborne expansion, but the *one* objective in this mission is a little disappointing, and
outside of the frequent military invasions, provides no challenge, as there is no time limit or anything else stopping you from
being an economic powerhouse and building eight Dolphinariums once you get the money.

Though I had a breeze playing the mission, as with most DLCs, the meaningless, piecemeal content is a turn-off for an outright
purchase, and getting this as a bundle on sale seems to be the thing to do.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_PdORlPotlw. Alright so here is my great and mostly overrated and probably unread
review to "Operation swat"

I saw this game in the store for 0,50\u20ac and it seemed alright since I was looking for a GOOD single player game anyways
this game got me into my eyes... I bought it. I started the download and saw that it was 4.8gb big and was like: did you just find
a good game which no one knows?

*Download finishes*

Starting up the game for the first time was already a bummer cause it had to install 12 things going from Microsoft VC to
NVIDIA geforce drivers. I was like alright some games need that.

*Game finally started after 10 minutes of installing drivers*

A basic menu came into my eyesight and got me realising that this game\u00b4s\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
You got two grafic options: High grafics and Low grafics
either way the game was running like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665anyways.
Then I looked into my taskmanager and noticed that the Game alread took up 12gb of ram and I was like wtf is wrong with that.
POGCHAMP

*starting the first mission*

After the map incredible small map load with 2 minutes of loading time without a progress bar. You get deployed with 3 other
AI\u00b4s that dont do anything until you tell them what to do and then you dont have a "bloody screen" or a health bar which
indicates how much damage you took. You kill 6 Enemys with your pistol and lead a hostage to your car. MY pedo bells are
ringing since that point.
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*waiting in the non existing loading bar for the 2nd mission to start*

In the second mission the game tells you that you are getting credits for killing enemys so you can buy new guns out of your cars
trunk. GREAT. Couldn\u00b4t be told earlyier hmm? But nvm second mission is aving two hostages and killing 8 enemys with
your ak-47 (didnt know the swat has that) and bringing those two guys to your car too.

*Pressing ALT-F4*

I\u00b4m now suffering crippling depression and diabetes caused of to much motion blur
and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665animations.

*Opening up my steam library*

Right clicking onto "Operation swat" and deleting all local files.

Thanks for reading onto this point. Have a nice day and feel free to give me feedback or adding me :).
. Over the past few years I have met alot of good friends via this game and we all enjoy ourselves

Payday 2 is an amazing 4 player Co-op shooter & crime simulator that you (Probably) wont find anywhere else. The story of the
game was all over the place but after 5 years it finally came to a close and the ending was bittersweet (But if you can find "The
Secret" it gets better ;) )

This concludes my review on an amazing game I've sunk over 750+ hours into. I recommend it & rate it 9\/10
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